DB Engineering & Consulting GmbH
Fleet Supervisor (m/f)
Job-ID:
Region:

EC01755
Near/Middle East

DB Engineering & Consulting offers technically sophisticated and customized infrastructure, mobility
and transport solutions. With our sustainable concepts, gained from our experience in project work for
decades, we ensure the future success of economic regions, make important contributions to the
protection of the environment and help shape the world of the future.
For our Joint Venture in the Middle East, Mirfa (Western Region Abu Dhabi), we are seeking a Fleet
Supervisor (m/f) who has profound experience within the Deutsche Bahn AG.
In conjunction with the Fleet Senior Manager, develop and implement work plans which will deliver
the required output in order to deliver depot output targets to the laid down technical, safety and
quality standards, within the agreed budget to achieve the agreed availability and reliability standards.
The job comprehends the following tasks:
 Design, determine and publish depot procedures and standards for all Etihad Rail DB
Operations rolling stock.
 Prepare for and complete maintenance tasks as directed by the Fleet Senior Manager.
 Engage in and maintain competence skills in relation to all rail/road vehicle maintenance.
 Provide on call services as required.
 Engage in multi-skill training in order to be able to participate in the maintenance of all
types of vehicles.
 Engage in a Continuous Improvement culture, fully engaging in the process of sharing best
practice.
 Provide training and guidance to other Rolling Stock technicians and Mechanics ensure
competence and training recording system is maintained and updated.
 Implement and support competency assessment process, ensuring the system is updated.
 Implement and deliver the skill and knowledge transfer requirements.
 Operation and supervision of depot equipment.
 Protect and maintain the depot’s tools and equipment in a serviceable condition, ensuring
necessary certification is valid.
 Report and record unsafe acts and unserviceable equipment promptly.
 Carry out Designated Person duties as required.
 Undertake shunting duties as required.
 Report to other Fleet positions to assist in improving Rolling Stock safety, maintenance
and reliability as required.
 Be responsible for your own, and others safety.
 Produce detailed reports at a frequency and content directed by the Fleet Senior Manager.

Your Profile:
Academic Qualifications:
 A good level of basic education
Professional Qualifications:
 Apprentice trained and/or relevant engineering qualifications
http://www.db-engineering-consulting.com

DB Engineering & Consulting GmbH
 Full driving license
Experience:
 Rolling Stock Maintenance desirable
 Working in harsh environments
 Proven ability to work under pressure
Other Skills:









English as first language or advanced level of written and verbal skill
Analytical skills for problem solving
Multi skilled over a number of disciplines
Ability to train technicians and pass on experience and knowledge
Recognized competence assessor qualification
Ability to work in a team and on an individual basis
Good communication skills
Good computer skills

Start date:
asap

Location:
Mirfa, United Arab Emirates
In case you match the profile and are interested in a complex task within the transport sector, we are
looking forward to receiving your application through our website https://www.db-engineeringconsulting.de/db-ec-en/career_and_training/online_application.html
Please state the reference number EC01755, your earliest possible availability as well as your salary
expectations.
Please note that your application will be saved and used in electronic form as a part of the application
process for this position.
Thank you for considering DB Engineering & Consulting as prospective employer!
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